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Abstract In this publication the first official release of the
Jewel 2.0.0 code [The first version Jewel 1 (Zapp et al. in
Eur Phys J C 60:617, 2009) could only treat elastic scatter-
ing explicitly and the code was never published, The code
can be downloaded from the official Jewel homepage http://
jewel.hepforge.org] is presented. Jewel is a Monte Carlo
event generator simulating QCD jet evolution in heavy-ion
collisions. It treats the interplay of QCD radiation and re-
scattering in a medium with fully microscopic dynamics in
a consistent perturbative framework with minimal assump-
tions. After a qualitative introduction into the physics of
Jewel detailed information about the practical aspects of
using the code is given. The code is available from the offi-
cial Jewel homepage http://jewel.hepforge.org.
1 Introduction
In heavy-ion collisions at collider energies jets can be recon-
structed, as a substantial part of the jet fragments are acces-
sible above the background. This asks for the theoretical
description of multi-particle final states that is most easily
achieved using Monte Carlo codes. Jewel is a Monte Carlo
that describes the QCD evolution of jets in vacuum and in a
medium in a perturbative approach1. Only the jets are simu-
lated, the underlying event in proton–proton and the remain-
ing (largely soft) event in nucleus-nucleus collisions are not
included. The physics and performance of the latest version
of Jewel have been discussed in detail elsewhere [2], the aim
of this publication is to make the code available and usable.
Here, after a qualitative introduction to the physical picture of
Jewel, technical aspects relevant for obtaining meaningful
results are discussed. As the algorithmic structure of the code
is rather complex users are advised not to modify the code.
a e-mail: korinna.zapp@cern.ch
1 In this publication Jewel 2 is presented. The first version Jewel 1
[1] could only treat elastic scattering explicitly and the code was never
published.
2 Physics of JEWEL
Jewel simulates jet evolution in a medium invoking a dynam-
ical picture of jet-medium interactions in a consistent pertur-
bative language [1,2]. Scattering in the medium is described
by 2 → 2 pQCD matrix elements with parton showers tak-
ing into account possible additional radiation. The assump-
tions underlying the construction of Jewel are that (1) the
medium as resolved by the jet consists of a collection of
partons, (2) the dominant effect of soft scattering can be
included by an infra-red continuation of the perturbative
matrix elements, (3) the interplay between competing radia-
tive processes is governed by the formation times of the emis-
sions and (4) the physical picture behind the LPM effect
derived in the eikonal limit is valid also in general kine-
matics. The reasoning behind this approach is to arrive at
a description of jet evolution in a medium that is based as
far as possible on perturbative QCD and is minimal in its
assumptions.
Jewel implements a fully microscopic description of jet-
evolution in a medium including coherence effects. This
comes at the price of complexity. The aim of this section is to
give a qualitative introduction focussed on the main ideas and
a flavour of the performance of the code. For a more formal
and detailed discussion of the physics, the implementation
and results including uncertainties the reader is referred to
the original publication [2].
2.1 Qualitative discussion of the physics
In the absence of a medium Jewel reduces to an ordinary vir-
tuality ordered parton shower similar to the virtuality ordered
shower in Pythia6 [3]. In QCD hard scattering processes are
described by matrix elements at fixed order in perturbation
theory. For the discussion here it is sufficient to consider
only the lowest order scattering processes, which are the tree
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Fig. 1 Schematic picture of extra emissions generated by the parton
shower on top of a hard quark-gluon scattering event described by a
2 → 2 matrix element and depicted by the shaded blob
level 2 → 2 processes.2 However, radiative corrections can
be large and often need to be taken into account. The leading
contribution of radiative corrections has a simple structure
and is universal, i.e. it does not depend on the kind of hard
scattering under consideration. This allows one to systemat-
ically construct approximations to the full higher order, i.e.
2 → 3, 2 → 4 etc., matrix elements. In Monte Carlo event
generators this is achieved by first generating a hard scatter-
ing configuration from the 2 → 2 matrix elements and then
adding the leading radiative corrections with a parton shower,
which attaches extra emissions to all incoming and outgoing
legs of the hard scattering. This is sketched in Fig. 1 for the
example of a hard quark-gluon scattering event depicted by
the shaded blob.
The parton shower is unitary, i.e. it does not affect the cross
section, and it generates any number of extra emissions or,
phrased in a more technical language, it resumes the leading
(and some of the sub-leading) logarithmic contributions to
all orders. The emissions are ordered in a variable that char-
acterises their hardness (for instance the transverse momen-
tum of the emission, or the virtuality), in the initial state the
hardness increases until the scale of the matrix element is
reached, in the final state it decreases. In the infra-red region
the probability for gluon emission diverges and the parton
shower thus has to be cut off at a suitable scale. This makes
physical sense, as very soft or very collinear emissions will
always end up in the same hadron as the emitting parton and
are therefore not observable.
In evolving from an infra-red scale to the scale of the hard
process in the initial state the parton shower does nothing but
an explicit DGLAP evolution. As the emitted partons form
the proton structure at different scales the action of the parton
shower in the initial state is constrained by the proton PDFs.
To sum up, a parton shower is a theoretically well con-
trolled tool that generates the leading radiative corrections to
any scattering process to all orders. In doing so it systemati-
cally approximates the higher order 2 → n matrix elements.
The matrix element and final state parton shower don’t
have any knowledge about the origin of the partons they
2 It is well known how to include higher order corrections in fixed order
calculations and Monte Carlo event generators, but this is currently not
relevant for the discussion of jet quenching and will therefore not be
discussed here.
are dealing with. The initial state parton shower only knows
through the PDF that the partons originate from a hadron of
a certain structure. The only difference between hard par-
tonic scattering in a proton–proton collision and the hard
re-scattering of a hard parton off a constituent of a strongly
interacting medium is that in the latter case the incoming par-
tons are not part of a proton. Following standard factorisation
approaches one can argue that a hard momentum transfer will
resolve the partonic structure of any QCD medium irrespec-
tive of its behaviour at low scales. It is, however, not a priori
clear that the condition of being sufficiently hard is fulfilled
for the average interaction of a jet in the medium created in
ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. It is assumed to be the
case in Jewel (assumption (1)), but only comparison to data
will tell to what extent it is justified.
Although there is no proven factorisation theorem for
this case, it seems plausible that for perturbatively hard
momentum transfers one can use exactly the same technol-
ogy of matrix elements and parton showers used for proton–
proton collisions to describe the re-scattering of a parton in a
medium. Only the PDFs have to be substituted by appropri-
ate ’partonic PDFs’ encoding the information about the QCD
evolution of partons that are not constituents of a hadron.
In this way radiative corrections to re-scattering in the
medium giving rise to radiative energy loss are automati-
cally included (to leading logarithmic accuracy) to all orders.
And—what is equally important—they are generated with
the (leading log) correct relative rates, which is not the case
when one naively adds 2 → 3 matrix elements by hand.
Using matrix elements and parton showers to describe the
perturbatively hard re-scattering of a parton in a medium thus
appears to be very reasonable. One complication arising in
this case is that there is no natural infra-red cut-off. In proton–
proton collisions the matrix element is usually guaranteed to
be sufficiently hard due to the requirements of the analysis.
In the case of jet production, for instance, the jets will be
required to have a certain p⊥. In the case of re-scattering in
the medium this is not the case. Very soft momentum transfers
will obviously not lead to any visible effect, but it is unclear
how the regime between these extremely soft and pertur-
batively hard momentum transfers should be treated. Here,
assumption (2) of Jewel comes into play: It is assumed that
this can be achieved by a suitable infra-red continuation of
the matrix elements. For the parton shower nothing changes,
as the requirement that the shower should only emit resolv-
able radiation is still sensible in the context of re-scattering
in a medium.
Jewel thus uses the same language and techniques to
describe the initial production of jets and their rescattering in
a medium. This allows for a consistent treatment of the entire
jet evolution, as will be discussed in the rest of this section.
So far it was assumed that the parton re-scattering in a
medium is on-shell, which means that the distance between
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Fig. 2 Schematic picture of extra emissions in two well separated scat-
tering events. Again, matrix elements are depicted by the shaded blob.
The re-scattering is only indicated for one parton, but of course all
produced partons can undergo re-scattering in the same way
Fig. 3 Schematic picture of extra emissions and re-scatters taking
place on comparable time scales
the initial jet production and the first re-scattering as well
as between subsequent re-scatters is large compared to the
time needed for the parton shower evolution. This situation
is sketched in Fig. 2. Given that the initial jet production
happens in the same nuclear collision as the formation of the
medium and that radiation during parton shower evolution
does not happen instantaneously but with a certain formation
time, this is not necessarily the case. In reality there may
be several emissions happening at the same time because
the parton shower of the initial hard scattering producing
the event has not terminated by the time of the re-scattering
and/or two re-scatterings happen at a distance that is shorter
than the time needed for the parton shower evolution. As all
emissions are handled in exactly the same way in Jewel a
formation time can be assigned to all of them consistently.
In case of two emissions taking place at the same time the
emission with the shorter formation time gets formed while
the other one is discarded. In practice, an emission is only
formed as an individual parton at the end of the formation
time. Before that it is treated as a potential emission whose
formation time is compared to other potential emissions. The
one with the shortest formation gets formed as a parton while
the others are discarded. This situation is sketched in Fig. 3.
Again, this is to some degree an assumption (cf. assumption
(3)) as it is very difficult to show from first principles that
this is the correct treatment, plausible as it may seem. This
procedure ensures that re-scatters that are hard compared to
the virtuality of the incoming parton will reset the parton
shower to starting conditions determined by the kinematics
of the re-scattering while soft re-scatterings are unable to
induce extra radiation.
It is known from analytical calculations of bremsstrahlung
induced by multiple scattering that radiation induced by sub-
sequent scatterings interferes destructively when the forma-
tion times overlap (LPM-effect). Scattering centres within
Fig. 4 Schematic picture of extra radiation and re-scattering where
several momentum transfers can act coherently to induce an emission
the formation time of the emitted gluon act coherently, only
the sum of the individual momentum transfers is relevant for
the gluon emission. In addition to changing the distribution
of radiated gluons this also has an effect on the emission rate.
The LPM-effect can be dealt with in a probabilistic formula-
tion [4,5] by using an iterative algorithm to determine the for-
mation time of the emission and the coherently contributing
momentum transfers. Together with proper reweighting of
the emission this procedure reproduces the analytical results.
No analytic results are known for general, i.e. non-eikonal,
kinematics and situations with competing sources of radia-
tion. In Jewel it is assumed that the physical picture derived
in the eikonal limit is still valid so that the probabilistic algo-
rithm, adapted for the different kinematics, can still be used
(assumption (4)). This essentially means that in some cases
a momentum transfer is replaced by the effective momen-
tum transfer from several coherent scatterings (as sketched
in Fig. 4) and emissions have to be rejected with a certain
probability (for details see [2,5]).
Jewel makes no assumptions about the nature of the
medium, but needs to be provided with the phase space den-
sity of scattering centres. The results of [2] and Sect. 2.2 were
obtained with a simple hydrodynamical model [2,6], which
describes the boost-invariant longitudinal expansion [7] of
an ideal quark-gluon gas. The transverse profile is fixed by
assuming that the energy density is proportional to the den-
sity of wounded nucleons in the transverse plane, which is
calculated in a Glauber model [8]. Given the initial condi-
tion (cf. Sect. 3.8) the density of scattering centres at any
space-time point needed for the evaluation of the local scat-
tering rate is easily calculated. When a scattering takes place
a scattering centre is generated with a momentum given by
the thermal distribution at the local temperature.
2.2 Some results obtained with JEWEL
In this section some results will be presented3. The validation
and discussion of measurements in e++e− and p+ p will not
be repeated, as they were already discussed in [2]. For the jet
evolution in a medium the most important changes compared
to [2] are improvements of the medium model (the longitudi-
3 All the analyses and plots were done with Rivet [9].
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Fig. 5 Nuclear modification factor for charged hadrons in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in the 0–5 % and 0–10 % centrality class simulated
with Jewel+Pythia and compared to CMS [11] and ALICE [12] data
Fig. 6 Jewel+Pythia results for RAA of jets in Pb+Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV (0–10 % centrality) compared to ALICE data [14] for two
values of the jet radius (correlated systematic errors not shown)
nal expansion is now properly taken into account also in the
momentum distribution of the scattering centres) and a more
consistent implementation of the LPM effect, which leads
to a reduction of the temperature required to reproduce the
experimentally observed jet suppression. The results shown
here where obtained with a slightly reduced infra-red regu-
lator μD = 0.9 · 3T and an average initial temperature of
Ti = 360 MeV (which corresponds to a central temperature
of Ti = 486 MeV for b = 0) at τi = 0.6 fm. With these values
more sophisticated hydrodynamic calculations reproduce the
data on soft particle production [10].
For p⊥  20 GeV, where the Jewel+Pythia results can
be trusted, the nuclear modification factor for hadrons (Fig. 5)
is in reasonable agreement with the data from ALICE and
CMS.
Jets are reconstructed using the same jet algorithm as
the experiments, namely the anti-k⊥ algorithm provided
by the FastJet package [13]. However, the comparison of
jet observables to data suffers from a slight mismatch
between the background subtraction procedures. In data,
background is subtracted from the reconstructed jets. Since
Jewel does not simulate the soft event it is not possible to
follow the same prescription in analysing the Monte Carlo
events. Instead, the recoiling scattering centres are removed
from the event before hadronisation and no background
subtraction is performed. The related uncertainties cannot
be estimated without a Monte Carlo model for the entire
medium.
The nuclear modification factor for jets (Fig. 6) are
slightly larger in the Monte Carlo than in the ALICE data.
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Fig. 7 Jewel+Pythia results for RCP of jets in Pb+Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV compared to ATLAS data [15] for different values of the
jet radius. The ratio is taken between the 0–10 % and the 60–80 % centrality class
The values for RCP (Fig. 7), on the other hand, agree
well with the ATLAS data for small jet radii, but devi-
ate from the data for larger radii. This suggests that the
discrepancy may be due to the different treatment of the
background.
CMS has performed a number of measurements charac-
terising di-jet events in Pb+Pb collisions. The comparison
of Monte Carlo results to these data is complicated by the
fact that the data are not unfolded for the jet energy reso-
lution. The p⊥ of the jets reconstructed from Monte Carlo
events are smeared with the parametrisation of the experi-
mental resolution determined in γ -jet events [17]. Due to the
dominance of quark jets and the possibly different kinemat-
ics in this sample the resolution may be different in di-jet
events, but CMS did not publish the resolution in pure QCD
events.
Figure 8 shows the azimuthal decorrelation of di-jets in
central Pb+Pb collisions in bins of the transverse momentum
p⊥,1 of the leading jet (the subleading jet has p⊥,2 > 30
GeV). The Jewel+Pythia results are lacking some sup-
port in the region of small φ, but are otherwise in rea-
sonable agreement with the CMS data. At small φ con-
taminations from fake jets (if there are any) are most
visible, which are not present in the Monte Carlo sam-
ple. This may be an explanation for the discrepancy, but
again this cannot be verified without full modelling of the
background.
In the following measurements the azimuthal angle
between the jets is required to be φ > 2π/3, the problem-
atic small φ > 2π/3 region is thus excluded. The fraction
of leading jets accompanied by a sub-leading jet fulfilling
this requirement is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the lead-
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Fig. 8 Jewel+Pythia results for the azimuthal separation φ
between two jets in dijet events compared to CMS results [16] in
the 0–20 % centrality class. Results are shown for different transverse
momenta of the leading jet, the sub-leading jet is required to have
p⊥,2 > 30 GeV. The data are not unfolded for jet energy resolution, so
the Monte Carlo events were smeared with the parametrisation from [17]
ing jet’s transverse momentum. The agreement between data
and Jewel+Pythia is excellent for p+p and slightly worse
but still satisfactory in central Pb+Pb events.
The asymmetry in di-jets is further quantified by the
variable AJ = (p⊥,1 − p⊥,2)/(p⊥,1 + p⊥,2) (Fig. 10)
and the ratio p⊥,2/p⊥,1 of the transverse momenta of
the jets (Fig. 11). Both distributions are very well repro-
duced by Jewel+Pythia. It is thus not surprising, that
the mean p⊥-ratio shown in Fig. 12 is also in excellent
agreement.
Figure 13 shows the intra-jet charged particle fragmen-
tation functions as functions of the longitudinal momen-
tum fraction z and the transverse momentum in central and
peripheral Pb+Pb collisions. The agreement between the
Jewel+Pythia results and the ATLAS data is overall rea-
sonable. The very low z/p⊥ region is particularly sensitive
to details of the modelling (e.g. the treatment of recoils) and
Jewel+Pythia cannot be expected to describe it very well,
in particular when the recoiling scattering centres are not
kept in the event. There is a tendency in the Monte Carlo to
fragment somewhat too soft in peripheral collisions, which
is also observed in p+p events [2]. Consequently, the ratio of
the fragmentation functions rises slighly while it stays flat in
the data (Fig. 14). This can happen since the hard core of the
jets is protected from medium modifications due to the large
scales involved in its formation. Thus, when the total momen-
tum of the jet is reduced the fragmentation function becomes
harder.
The overall agreement of Jewel+Pythia with the large
variety of data is satisfactory, in particular since they were
obtained with a rather simple model of the medium. A dis-
cussion of uncertainties can be found in [2].
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Fig. 9 Fraction of leading jets with a sub-leading jet fulfilling p⊥,2 >
30 GeV and φ > 2π/3 as a function of the leading jet trans-
verse momentum in p+p and Pb+Pb (0–20 % centrality) collisions.
Jewel+Pythia results are compared to CMS data [16]. The data are
not unfolded for jet energy resolution, so the Monte Carlo events were
smeared with the parametrisation from [17]
3 Running the code
3.1 Installation
The medium is kept separate from the main program so that
different models of the medium can be selected by linking to
different medium codes. To simulate jet evolution in vacuum
one also has to link to a medium model, but this one simply
tells the Jewel that there is no medium.
Jewel relies heavily on Pythia6, for instance to sim-
ulate the matrix elements, initial state parton showers and
hadronisation. It needs, however, a slightly modified version
of Pythia6.4.25, which is distributed with the Jewel code
and is not an official Pythia release. The modifications to
the original Pythia code are (1) an enlarged event record (it
has 23,000 lines instead of 4,000 in the modified version) to
accomodate the larger heavy ion events, (2) a slight exten-
sion of the LHAPDF interface which allows to use the EPS09
nuclear PDF sets and (3) a customised PYEVWT routine
that multiplies the differential cross section with a power
of the parton p⊥ to allow for the generation of weighted
events.
The PDFs are loaded via Pythia’s LHAPDF interface and
therefore a LHAPDF [19] installation is required. Jewel sup-
ports the use of the EPS09LO [20] nuclear PDF sets. The path
to LHAPDF has to be set in the Makefile for Jewel. For the
default set-up of Jewel the CTEQ6LL and EPS09LOR_208
PDF sets are required.
Compiling and the linking Jewel using the provided
makefile results in two executables, namely jewel-2.0.
0-vac and jewel-2.0.0-simple. The former simu-
lates jet evolution in vacuum, the latter in a simple medium
(cf. Sect. 3.8). Both have the name of a parameter file (cf.
Sect. 3.7) as optional argument.
3.2 Structure of the event generation
Jewel does not simulate complete heavy ion events, but only
the evolution of a di-jet system. First, Jewel initialises the
geometric aspects of the event, i.e. impact parameter and jet
production point. Then the jet production matrix elements
and initial state shower are generated by Pythia6.4 [3]. The
proton PDFs are loaded via the LHAPDF interface, for the
simulation of jet evolution in heavy ion collisions the EPS09
nuclear PDF set can be used on top of the selected pro-
ton PDF. The final state parton shower including possible
interactions in a medium is generated by Jewel. The colour
strings are also constructed by Jewel prior to hadronisa-
tion. There are two options how the colour can be arranged.
One is to keep the colour topology essentially as in vacuum
and treat recoils as if they were emissions [2] and the other
model builds strings based on a criterion of minimal invariant
mass [1]. After the strings have been constructed the event is
handed back to Pythia for hadronisation and hadron decays.
The conversion into HepMC 2 events, finally, happens again
in Jewel.
3.3 The event format
Jewel uses Pythia’s event record, which has been enlarged
to 23,000 lines. As heavy ion events can get very busy and to
keep the events small, all intermediate particles are cleared
from the event record before hadronisation. The events are
written out in HepMC 2 ascii format [21]. Only the hadronic
stage is written out, i.e. in pp events the first vertex has the
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Fig. 10 Di-jet asymmetry AJ = (p⊥,1 p⊥,2)/(p⊥,1 + p⊥,2) in Pb+Pb
collisions (0–20 % centrality) for different transverse momenta of the
leading jet. The sub-leading jet is required to have p⊥,2 > 30 GeV and
φ > 2π/3. Jewel+Pythia results are compared to CMS data [16].
The data are not unfolded for jet energy resolution, so the Monte Carlo
events were smeared with the parametrisation from [17]
two beams as incoming particles and all primary hadrons
(hadrons from string decays) as outgoing particles. In e+e−
in addition the decay of the virtual photon into a quark-
antiquark pair is written out explicitely to allow flavour spe-
cific analyses, the quark pair then decays into the primary
hadrons. In both cases all subsequent hadron decays are con-
tained in the event. To save disc space one can also choose
to write out only the stable final state particles. For un-
hadronised (partonic) events only this compressed output is
currently available.
3.4 Integration results
During event generation integrals of the splitting functions,
partonic PDFs and scattering cross sections are needed. As
the numerical integration is costly in terms of computing time
they are integrated at the beginning of the run and stored in
tables. To save time, these tables are stored in files and can
be read in from there in later runs. The integration results
depend on the strong coupling αs, the parton shower cut-
off Q0, the medium parameters,
√
s and the p⊥ range in
which jets are generated. The filenames for the three types
are parameters of the main program. If a file of the given name
exists, the results will be read in from there. If the files don’t
exist the code will do the integration and create the files to
store the results. The program performs no checks to make
sure that the integration results make sense for the chosen
parameters of the run. It is thus the users responsability to
ensure that the integration results and the parameter set are
compatible.
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Fig. 11 p⊥-ratio in di-jet events in Pb+Pb collisions (0–20 % central-
ity) for different transverse momenta of the leading jet. The sub-leading
jet is required to have p⊥,2 > 30 GeV and φ > 2π/3. Jewel+Pythia
results are compared to CMS data [16]. The data are not unfolded for
jet energy resolution, so the Monte Carlo events were smeared with the
parametrisation from [17]
3.5 Treatment of recoiling scattering centres
Normally, Jewel keeps the recoiling scattering centres in the
event. This is the most natural thing to do for observables like
single-inclusive hadron spectra. For observables that involve
subtracting background, there is a problem. Since Jewel
does not simulate the entire event, it is impossible to fol-
low exactly the experimental procedure when analysing MC
events. Jewel has the option to remove the recoiling scatter-
ing centres from the event before hadronisation. This leaves
ambiguities when comparing to data, especially at low p⊥
and for mixed observables that perform a background sub-
traction only for a part of the event. A satisfactory solution
would require simulating the entire event including the reac-
tion of the medium to the passage of a jet, which is currently
not within reach.
Keeping the recoils in the event drastically increases the
multiplicity and can lead to overflow of the event record.
When this happens the event is discarded. Jewel has the
option to suppress information about intermediate states in
the event record to facilitate the handling of higher multiplic-
ity events. It is recommended that this option is enabled when
the recoils are kept. High multiplicity events can also burst the
bonds of the event record during the hadronisation and hadron
decay stages simulated by Pythia, in this case Pythia will
discard the current event. Obviously, when too many events
are discarded this introduces a bias in the surviving sample.
In the nucleus-nucleus centre-of-momentum frame, in which
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Fig. 12 Mean p⊥-ratio in di-jet events in p+p and Pb+Pb collisions
(0–20 % centrality) as a function of the transverse momentum of the
leading jet. The sub-leading jet is required to have p⊥,2 > 30 GeV and
φ > 2π/3. Jewel+Pythia results are compared to CMS data [16].
The data are not unfolded for jet energy resolution, so the Monte Carlo
events were smeared with the parametrisation from [17]
the simulation is performed, the density of scattering centres
increases strongly with rapidity.4 It is therefore advisable to
restrict the rapidity region in which a medium is simulated
as far as possible (cf. Sect. 3.6).
3.6 Phase space restrictions
The phase space in which the jets are generated is restricted
by imposing a minimal and a maximal p⊥ on the hard matrix
element. The lower cut is imperative due to the infra-red
divergence of the matrix element and Jewel makes sure
that p⊥, min ≥ 3 GeV overwriting the user-defined param-
eter when necessary. The rapidity of the produced jets is
unrestricted, but the medium is only simulated in a win-
dow around mid-rapidity (outside this window the den-
sity vanishes). Users should always be careful to generate
events in a phase space that is sufficiently larger than the
phase space in which their analyses operate. In particular,
jets can not only migrate from larger to smaller p⊥ due to
medium interactions and incomplete reconstruction of the
jet energy/momentum when using small and intermediate jet
radius parameters, but there is also a finite probability for
jets to gain energy in interactions with the medium. This
effect is sizeable only for very small jet energies of the order
of a few GeV, but can lead to large fluctuations because,
although the probability for gaining energy may be small,
low p⊥ jets are produced with large weights or, when gen-
erating unweighted events, with high probability. The effect
4 In the co-moving frame the density decreases with increasing rapidity,
but in the lab frame in increases due to the Lorentz contraction of the
volume element.
of the lower p⊥ cut-off will thus be visible even above the
cut-off.
The rapidity region of the medium should also be cho-
sen larger than the analysis region, because interactions in
the medium allow jets and partons inside jets to migrate in
rapidity and recoils can show up at relatively large distance
from the jet.
3.7 Parameters of JEWEL
When Jewel is executed from the command line the name
of a parameter file can be passed as an optional argument.
If no filename is provided Jewel will run with the default
setting for Jewel and the medium model. The default setup
is the one with which the results shown in Sect. 2.2 were
obtained (except for the centrality, for which different choices
were needed). In the parameter file only the parameters
with values deviating from the defaults have to be spec-
ified. Lines starting with a hash are interpreted as com-
ments and skipped when reading in the parameters. The
format of the other lines is <parameter name> <value>
with only one parameter per line. A complete list of the
Jewel parameters with their default values in parentheses
is given below. The medium model and its parameters are
kept separate from the main program and are explained in
Sect. 3.8.
NEVENT (10000): number of events to be generated
NJOB (0): arbitrary job number used to initialise the ran-
dom number generator
LOGFILE (‘out.log’): name of the log file
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Fig. 13 Jewel+Pythia results for the fragmentation functions D(z) (top) and D(p⊥) (bottom) for a jet radius of R = 0.4 in peripheral and central
Pb+Pb events compared to ATLAS data [18] (data points read off the plots, no errors shown)
HEPMCFILE (‘out.hepmc’): name of file to which events
are written5
SPLITINTFILE (‘splitint.dat’): name of file containing
integrated splitting functions
PDFFILE (‘pdfs.dat’): name of file containing integrated
partonic PDFs
XSECFILE (‘xsecs.dat’): name of file containing inte-
grated scattering cross sections
MEDIUMPARAMS (‘medium-params.dat’): config file
for medium model
NF (3): number of flavours used to evaluate αs
LAMBDAQCD (0.4): QCD [GeV]
Q0 (1.5): infra-red parton shower cut-off [GeV]
PTMIN (5.): minimum p⊥ in matrix element [GeV]
5 This can also be the name of a fifo which can be used pass the events
directly on to the analysis code.
PTMAX (350.): maximum p⊥ in matrix element [GeV]
(inactive when PTMAX < 0)
ETAMAX (3.1): rapidity range [-ETAMAX, ETAMAX]
in which a medium is simulated
PROCESS (‘PPJJ’): process that is to be simulated by
matrix element, currently available are di-jet production
in e+e− (‘EEJJ’) and pp (‘PPJJ’) collisions
SQRTS (2760.): c.m.s. energy of the colliding system
[GeV]
PDFSET (10042): LHAPDF number for the (proton)
PDF set6
NSET (1): number of EPS09 nuclear PDF set (0: none,
1: central value, 2-31: error sets)
MASS (208.): mass number of nucleus (yes, it has to be
a double)
6 see http://lhapdf.hepforge.org/pdfsets for a list of available PDF sets
and their numbers.
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Fig. 14 Jewel+Pythia results for the ratios of the fragmentation func-
tions D(z) (top) and D(p⊥) (bottom) between central (0–10 %) and
peripheral (60–80 %) Pb+Pb events for jet sizes R = 0.2 (left) and
R = 0.4 (right) compared to ATLAS data [18] (data points read off the
plots, only maximum of statistical and systematic errors shown)
WEIGHTED (T): switch for weighted/unweighted events
WEXPO (5.): for weighted events: power of 1/p⊥ with
which to oversample
ANGORD (T): switch for angular ordering
KEEPRECOILS (F): switch for keeping recoiling scat-
tering centres
HADRO (T): hadronisation switch
HADROTYPE (0): type of colour arrangement (0: vac-
uum like, 1: model based on minimising invariant mass
of strings)
SHORTHEPMC (T): compact event output containing
only stable final state particles
COMPRESS (T): delete information about intermediate
states from event record to allow generation of higher
multiplicity events
3.8 The medium model and its parameters
The medium model is not part of the main Jewel code but
has to be linked from a separate file. Jewel is shipped with a
set-up for baseline calculations in vacuum, which obviously
has no medium related parameters, and a simple medium
model [2,6]. The latter is a Bjorken [7] model describing
the boost-invariant longitudinal expansion of an ideal quark-
gluon gas. The density profile and other geometrical aspects
such as the distribution of jet production points are taken from
a Glauber model [8]. The parameters of the medium model
are read from a separate parameter file. If no parameter file
is found the code will run with the default settings. Again,
only parameters with values differing from the default have
to be specified.
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TAUI (0.6): initial time τi [fm]
TI (0.36): (mean) initial temperature Ti [GeV]
TC (0.17): critical temperature Tc [GeV]
WOODSSAXON (T): switch between Woods-Saxon
potential and hard sphere
CENTRMIN (0.): lower end of centrality range to be sim-
ulated [%]
CENTRMAX (10.): upper end of centrality range to be
simulated [%]
NF (3): number of quark flavours in the quark-gluon gas
A (208): mass number of colliding nuclei (this needs to
be an integer)
N0 (0.17): density parameter of Woods-Saxon potential
[fm−3]
D (0.54): thickness parameter of Woods-Saxon potential
[fm]
SIGMANN (6.2): nucleon-nucleon cross section [fm2]
MDFACTOR (0.45): minimum of infra-red regulator
[GeV] (has to be larger than QCD)
MDSCALEFAC (0.9): factor multiplying infra-red regu-
lator, i.e. μD = 3T
3.9 Interpreting the logfiles and error handling
The logfile starts with the date and time at which the job
started and the Jewel banner containing version, references
etc. Then the parameters of the current runs are printed
out followed by the Pythia banner. The code then reports
whether the cross sections, PDFs and splitting functions are
integrated or read from a file. This concludes the initialisation
phase.
During event generation Jewel prints a progress statement
after every completed percent of the job (i.e. when generating
1,000 events a message is printed every time 10 events have
been completed). Both Jewel and Pythia also print warn-
ings and error messages. The Jewel warnings mainly con-
cern numerical precision and are harmless as long as they are
not too frequent and/or the reported deviations are not large.
In case of serious trouble Jewel discards the event and prints
an error message. Again, this will happen from time to time
(for instance when the event is too long) and is often harm-
less as long as it does not occur frequently. Failures inside
Pythia are typically of a more serious nature. Therefore,
when Pythia discards more than 5 % of the events the run is
aborted.
At the end of the run Jewel reports the mean num-
ber of splittings, (single) momentum transfers and effective
momentum transfers. The ratio of the last two numbers thus
indicates how many scattering centres on average act coher-
ently. All these numbers are for illustrative purposes only
and are not strictly physically meaningful. More important
are the numbers of successful and discarded events. Obvi-
ously, when a large fraction of the events was discarded, one
should not trust the remaining ones. In rare cases the con-
version from the internal event format to hepmc fails, the
number of these incidents is also given at the end of the
logfile. Next, the generated di-jet cross section per proton–
proton collision given the p⊥ cuts is quoted together with the
sum of all generated event weights. Since each event carries
its own weight this number is only given for cross checks.
Finally, the last line gives the date and time at which the job
terminated.
4 Disclaimer
The Jewel code is provided without any warranty under
the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) ver-
sion 2, users should be wary and use common sense when
judging and interpreting their results. It is copyrighted but
may be used for scientific work provided proper reference is
given.
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